Rugby prospects brighter

(continued from page 11) Springfield extra. Springfield managed to open up their back line in this game and showed a fast-paced style which the exhausted Engineers were unable to match.

While both matches were lost by considerable margins, MIT played well enough for its first match of the season against a strong opponent.

On September 30th, the Engineers made the long trip up to Northfield, Vermont to play Norwich University. The cadets of Norwich came onto the field doing a Zulu war dance and the dazzled engineers were down 18 points before they passed the 15 minute mark. From there on, however, the match was more balanced. Bryant hit a goal late in the game, with hard running by inside center Bruce Biddlehall and three tries by outside center Ellis Reid '81, Biddlehall scoring one try and Joel Lederman, showing his versatility as a front row player with a half motion at scrum half, scoring another. Lederman's try was a classic as he broke the strong side from scrum on the 5-meter line, faked a pass and dove for the line. The final score was 27-8 and the BU players were left shaking their heads.

October 7 saw the Club taking one side out to Albany, NY to play at Albany Law School. Albany opened fast and MIT was unable to get its game plan going until well into the first half. Even then, a psyched-up ALS side was able to smother the ball on the wing. The field was much sunnier than MIT is accustomed to and the Club showed a poor ability to adapt to conditions. The forwards had one of their poorest games of the season as they were frequently driven off the ball.

Late in the game MIT had to press to make up the points from their early deficit. Silverman kicked a penalty goal that just missed the cross bar and was blown in between the posts by the strong cross wind. With the score narrowed to 10-3, MIT started to attack vigorously, but a couple of key mistakes were made and ALS was able to clear the ball. MIT's dynamism showed as ALS used defensive lapses to push across two more converted tries. The final score was 22-3.

The Club is now looking forward to the rest of the season. Spectators are always welcome, at both matches and parties. The Club is looking towards its Invitational Social Tournament on November 18, which will include several favorite opponents of both men's and women's clubs for a weekend of playing and partying.

Anyone wishing to join either the men's or women's club should simply show up for practice. The women's practice Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 5:30. The men practice Tuesdays and Thursdays. The rugby field is at the end of Briggs Field with tall, upright goalposts. The field is at the far end of Briggs Field near Westgate. The men's club is coached by Tom Bryant G and Ray Copponer G. The women's club by David Hanuslan G.

The MIT rugby club stops the BU runner in a game on September 30. MIT tied the game 10-10. (Photo by Gordon Holf)

Stanford MBA

Representative Coming to Campus
Tuesday, October 24

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of Business will be on campus to discuss with interested students the exceptional educational opportunities of the Stanford MBA Program.

Appointments may be made through The Career Planning and Placement Center

The MBA Program is a two-year general management course of studies designed for men and women who wish to develop management skills to meet the broad responsibilities required in both the private and public sectors today and in the future.

Graduate School of Business Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Graduate School of Business

Professor Michael J. Ginzenberg will be on your campus on Thursday, October 19, 1978 to speak with students from all disciplines who are interested in the MBA and PhD degree programs. Twelve concentrations are offered in the Business School, plus joint degree programs with the Schools of Aeronautics, Engineering, International Affairs, Journalism, Law, Public Health, Social Work, and Teacher's College. For further details, please contact your Placement Bureau.

Columbia University